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Lab 1 - WebSphere Workspace Configuration
In this lab you will configure the RAD workspace to work with a WebSphere test
environment server. This will include creating a WebSphere "profile" which will have
the server definition. It is sometimes useful to have different profile configurations for
testing purposes so this process is good to be familiar with.

Part 1 - Create Profile
The WebSphere Application Server software is installed along with RAD. In this section
you will run a standard WebSphere tool, the Profile Management Tool, to create a profile.
__1. From the Windows Start menu select Start → Programs → IBM Software
Delivery Platform → IBM Rational Application Developer 8.0 → Rational
Application Developer.
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__3. Click OK.
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__2. In the workspace window, change the Workspace to C:\workspace
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RAD 8.0.4 will start.
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__4. In the Runtime environment and profile settings dialog that appears check that the
option to '<Create a new profile>' is available and click the Next button.

Note: If you DO NOT get this prompt it is possible that a profile was created for this
workspace already. Since it is always best for the user who will be using the workspace
to create the profile restart RAD and use a different workspace with RAD. Inform your
instructor of this to see if it is a common problem in the class.
If there is an existing profile listed in the dialog a previous profile may already exist.
Let your instructor know about this because although this profile can likely be used with
your workspace, if it has applications deployed to it from another workspace, there may
be errors when starting the server. It is also possible to run the 'Profile Management
Tool' to create a new profile but this will be complex and should be guided by the
instructor.
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__5. Uncheck the 'enable administrative security on the profile' option as shown
below and click the Finish button.
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__6. Click Ignore.

__7. If prompted about help content select Work without Help.
__8. Wait until the messages in the lower right corner of RAD disappear to know the
work of creating the server is complete.
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__9. If prompted by Windows firewall security hit the Cancel button.
__10. Close the Welcome page if it appears.
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__11. Select the Servers view on the bottom of the Java EE perspective.
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__13. Open the following file:
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__12. Check that a WebSphere Application Server v8.0 server is shown.
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C:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\logs\manageprofiles\AppSrv1_create.log

__14. Look at the end of the file for the message:

If you see the message INSTCONFSUCCESS, it means that the WebSphere Application
Server profile was created correctly.
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__15. Close the log file.
__16. Switch back to RAD and the Servers view.
__17. Make sure the server is stopped.
__18. Double click on the server to open the server properties.
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__20. Save and close the server properties.
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__19. On the right, expand Publishing and select the 'Never publish automatically'
option.
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__21. Select the WebSphere Application Server v8.0 server that was created in the
Servers view and click the Start the server button on the right.
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__22. From the menu, select Window > Show View > Console.
__23. Check the Console view as the server starts to look for errors.
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__24. Switch back to the Servers view and check that the server was started.

Part 2 - Review
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__25. Stop the server.
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You have now configured a test server to use with the RAD workspace.
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Lab 2 - Introduction To Web Services
In this lab, you will review some of the key components of Web Services, namely, WSDL
and SOAP. You will also get a chance to see a Web Service in action. The goal of this lab
is to get yourself familiar with what a Web service looks like. We will not get into too
much detail at this point; just walk away with a basic understanding of the components
involved in a web service.
The web service in question is very simple. It has one operation called sayHello. It takes
as input a person's name (say "John") and returns as output a greeting message (say,
"Hello John").

Part 1 - Import the Projects
To save time, the web service is already implemented. You will simply import it into
RAD for examination.
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You should be in the Java EE perspective, from which we will do the bulk of our work.
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The next step is to import the projects into the workspace.
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__1. Right-click anywhere inside the Enterprise Explorer view (the pane on the left) and
select Import | Import...

__2. The Import screen will appear. In the list of import sources, expand General and
select Existing Projects into Workspace.

__3. Click Next.
The Import Projects screen will appear.
__4. Select the radio button for Select archive file.
__5. Next to it, click the Browse... button.
__6. Select the C:\LabFiles\TestWS.zip file and click Open.
The list of Projects will automatically be populated, as shown here:
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__7. Click Finish.
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The projects will be imported into the workspace and will be listed in the Enterprise
Explorer view.

The two projects imported in the workspace are:
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1. TestApp – The enterprise application project. This represents the EAR file in Java
EE.
2. TestWeb – The web module project. This represents a WAR file in Java EE
Our projects are imported. Let us take a look at them.

Part 2 - Inspect the Implementation Class
The business logic for a web service is implemented in a Java class. The Java class may
be a plain class or a session EJB. In this case, we used a plain Java class in a web module.
We will briefly have a look at it.
__1. In the Enterprise Explorer view, expand the TestWeb project as shown below.
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__2. Double click HelloSvc.java to open it in a Java source code editor.
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__3. Examine the class. Note the following aspects of the code:
By default, the Java method that implements a Web Service operation has the
same name as the operation.

●

The @WebService annotation is used to designate the HelloSvc class as a Web
Service implementation.

●

The @WebMethod annotation is used for the sayHello() method to designate it
as a Web Service operation. These annotations are made available as a part of the
JAX-WS specification.
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__4. Close the Java editor, by clicking the X in its tab.
__5. Back in the Enterprise Explorer, notice the Services node of the TestWeb project.
Expand it.
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This Services node lists all web services located in this web project. Notice that it has
located the HelloService service, and is listing it here accordingly, as
{http://svc.webage.com/}HelloSvcService. This is a good sign that our annotations are
correct.
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Remember this node; we will be returning to it frequently. We can now test the service!

Part 3 - Deploy the Project to WebSphere Application Server (WAS)
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Before we can test the service, we first need to deploy it to WAS. We will do this now.
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__1. Locate the Servers view.

The server listed here is the one we will be using for all our deployments for the duration
of this course. We now need to add our TestApp project to it. (Recall that the TestApp
is an EAR file which contains TestWeb, which in turn contains the service).
__2. Right-click on the server listed and select Add and Remove...
__3. The Add and Remove Projects window will appear. In the left pane, select TestApp
and click the Add> button. This will move it to the right pane.

The next time WAS is started, the project will be deployed.
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__4. Click Finish.
Remember these steps as you will be deploying projects to WAS repeatedly throughout
this course.
__5. Back in the Servers view, expand the server and you should see the newly added
project.

We can now start the server.
__6. Start the server by right-clicking on it (in the Servers view) and selecting Start.
The server will start up, and the Console view will open. This will display the output of
the server as it boots up.
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__7. Open again the Servers view and verify the server's State is Started and the server's
Status is Synchronized.
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A Synchronized state means all the latest versions of the code in RAD have been
deployed to the server. This means we are able to test our code!
Note that the application is stopped we need to start it.
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__8. Right click the server and select Publish.

Now the application is Started and Synchronized.

Part 4 - Examine the WSDL File
A WSDL file is used to describe what a web service can do and what type of input and
output data it works with. Let us examine the WSDL file for our service.
__1. In the Enterprise Explorer view, right click on the service beneath the Services node
(in the TestWeb project) and select Show | WSDL Interface.
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RAD will open the WSDL Editor, which shows a diagram of the service's WSDL file.
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__2. This looks daunting, but we will return to it in more detail in a later lab. For now,
click the Source tab at the bottom of the WSDL editor.
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The raw XML source code of the WSDL editor will be visible.

To be honest, this looks even more frightening than the diagram view. Do not worry
about it for now, though.
__3. Locate the <portType> element of the file. This describe the Web Service. Note
that an <operation> element exists with the name attribute set to "sayHello".
__4. Notice the <input> and <output> elements within <operation>. They describe the
format of the input and output data for the operation. We won't go any further to explore
the WSDL at this stage, but will return to it in a later lab.
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__5. Close the WSDL editor.

Part 5 - Invoke the Service
We should now actually test the service. Testing the service would imply actually
invoking the operation.
Typically, doing so would require that we create a web service client. A web service
client is, as its name implies, any program that makes a call to a web service. The
program could be written in Java, .NET, or any other language that understands web
service standards.
Writing a client can be time consuming, so we will “cheat” and use a tool built into RAD
called the Web Services Explorer (WSE). The WSE works by reading a WSDL file and
then figuring out what services are available and how to invoke them. The WSE will
then dynamically generate a form that represents the service's operations that will allow
you to invoke it.
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Think about this for a moment: our service, at its core, was a single operation called
sayHello which took a single string as a parameter. The service would then return a
greeting based on that parameter.
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Let us try this now.
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__1. In the Enterprise Explorer, under TestWeb, right-click the service (under Services)
and select Test with Web Services Explorer.

The WSE will open.
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Notice that it has located our service and has noticed the sayHello operation, which is
listed in the right pane.
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__2. Click the link for sayHello. The WSE will create and display a form to enter the
input data for the sayHello operation.

The WSE realizes that the operation requires a parameter, and the form presents a
location to add one.
__3. Click the Add link and enter a name.
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__4. Click Go.
The WSE will take the name you entered and submit it to the service.
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The Status pane should now appear, immediately below the pane in which you entered
the argument.
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This shows what the call to the web service returned. In this case, it will show Hello
[name]
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Our service works! We have successfully tested our service with the WSE.

Part 6 - Inspect the SOAP Messages
When we invoked the sayHello operation, WSE actually sent a SOAP formatted XML
document to the server using the HTTP protocol. The server also replied back using a
SOAP formatted XML document. SOAP is a versatile data format for request response
type communication. In its most basic form, as is the case in this lab, it is utterly simple.
At the same time, it is capable of taking on more advanced aspects of communication,
such as, encryption, message signature, transaction and guaranteed delivery.
__1. In the Status pane of WSE, click the Source link.

The raw underlying XML SOAP messages will be displayed.
17
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__2. The windows are probably too small to see, however; double-click in the pane
header (where it says Status) to maximize the window.

__3. Briefly inspect the request and response messages as shown above. Don't worry
about the details. You will learn SOAP shortly.
__4. Restore the Status window to the original size.
Congratulations! You have successfully examined the source code for a web service, and
then invoked it via the WSE.
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__5. Close the WSE by clicking the X in its pane.
__6. Close all open windows by selecting CTRL+Shift+W.
__7. Stop the server. To do this, open the Servers view, right-click on the server listed
and select Stop.

Part 7 - Review
In this lab, you had a brief encounter with a web service. First, we looked at the Java
class that implements the business logic of the Web Service. That is the true meat behind
the Web Service. When building a Web Service, you will probably spend most of the time
writing the business logic. Next, we inspected the WSDL file that describes the nature of
the Web Service. After that we tested the Web Service and inspected the SOAP messages.
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The lab also served two other purposes. You learned how to deploy an application to the
server. We will do that frequently throughout these lab exercises. You also found out how
to use the Web Services Explorer to quickly unit test a Web Service.
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Lab 3 - Creating An XML Schema
An XML schema is used to verify that the contents of an XML file are valid; essentially,
it is a set of “rules” for an XML file. A particular XML file can be checked against a
particular schema, and a parser can decide if the XML conforms to the rules set out in the
schema.
If, for some reason, the XML does not conform to the schema, the XML parser can reject
the XML and raise an immediate error. Essentially, schema adds a layer of validation to
any XML-based application. Given that web services use XML as their communication
layer, we can see the value of schema. Schema are actually used quite frequently in the
various layers of web service communication.
In this lab, we will create an XML schema.

Part 1 - The Movie.xml File
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Throughout these labs, we will be developing a system that deals with movies. We have
thus decided to model a movie as an XML file. This modeling will come in handy when
we start building the web service.
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__1. Let us start things off by taking a look at a sample movie.xml file. Using a text
editor, open file C:\LabFiles\movie.xml
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It looks like the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
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<m:database xmlns:m="http://www.mycom.com/movie">
<movie title="Preaching to the Choir" rating="PG13">
<description>
Two estranged brothers -- one a hip-hop star and
the other a Baptist preacher -- find a way
to make amends and help one another out as
they each face a crisis in their lives.
</description>
<actor>Billoah Greene</actor>
<actor>Novella Nelson</actor>
</movie>
<movie title="Kekexili: Mountain Patrol" rating="PG13">
<description>
A moving true story about volunteers protecting
antelope against
poachers in the severe mountains of Tibet.
</description>
<actor>Zhang Lei</actor>
<actor>Qi Liang</actor>
</movie>
</m:database>
<!-- Contains some copyrighted material from imdb.com -->
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Let us analyze this XML file.
The outermost element is called <database> and it contains multiple <movie> elements.
Each <movie> has two attributes; one called title and one called rating, which reflects a
movies title and rating respectively.
Additionally, each <movie> has a single child element called <description> (which
contains a description of the movie in question) and multiple elements called <actor>,
with each one representing an actor in the associated movie.
This is a fairly simple modeling of the movie. We capture some important information
about each movie (the title, the description, the rating and the actors), and store this
information using a mixture of attributes and child elements.
What we should do now is formalize this model by creating an schema for the
<database> element (remember that the root element here is <database>, not <movie>).
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Once that is done, an application reading/writing one of these movie XML files will be
able to use the schema to validate that the structure of the XML is good. (Validating the
content of the XML, however, is another matter completely).
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__2. Close the text editor.
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Part 2 - Create the Project
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A schema is itself an XML file, and we could create it using a text editor. However,
RAD provides some nice tools for creating a schema, so we will use those instead.
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__1. We will now create a new project to hold our schema file. From the RAD menu bar,
select File | New | Project...
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__2. The New Project window will appear. In the list, select Java Project and click
Next.

__3. The New Java Project screen will appear. Set the Project name to be XMLProject
and click Finish.
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__4. RAD will then prompt you if you would like to switch to the Java Perspective.
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__5. Check Remember my decision and click No.
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The XMLProject project will be created and listed in the Enterprise Explorer view. (You
may want to minimize all other projects – e.g. TestWeb and TestApp in the Enterprise
Explorer to keep things a little easier to read)

We should create a folder to hold our XML resources.
__6. Right-click on the newly created XMLProject and select New | Folder.
__7. The New Folder window will appear. Set the Folder name to be xml and click
Finish.
The folder will be created, and should be visible under the project.
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Part 3 - Create the Schema
We can now create the schema.
__1. Right click on the newly created xml folder and select New | Other...
__2. The New window will appear. Scroll down and expand XML.
__3. Select XML Schema and click Next.
__4. The Create XML Schema window will appear. Set the File name to be movie.xsd
and click Finish. (By convention, schemas always have an XSD extension)
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The XML Schema Editor will open. This is RAD's graphical XSD schema editor. This
will save us having to create the schema by hand.

We will be using this editor to design our schema.
Initially, the editor displays a simplified view of the schema. We will want the detailed
view, which will make creation of our schema easier.
__5. In the top right corner of the editor, click the drop-down arrow next to Simplified
and change it to Detailed.
__6. RAD will prompt you, notifying you that you are switching view modes. Check the
box Don't show me this again and click OK.
You should now be looking at the detailed view of the schema editor.
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First, we should change the schema's default name space which is currently set to
http://www.example.org/movie as can be seen at the top of the editor.
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__7. Right-click on this area and select Show properties.
Now, at the bottom of RAD, the Properties view should have opened.

__8. Here, change the Prefix to m
__9. Change the Target namespace to http://www.mycom.com/movie
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We should also specify that by default, the namespaces are not qualified.
__10. Click the Advanced tab in the left.
__11. Change the Prefix for Elements drop down to a blank.

__12. Save changes by hitting Ctrl-S.
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The editor should update with the new namespace.
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We can now go about defining the types that make up this schema. The core type
represents the movie data, which we will call the movieType. (The other type is the
<database>, which is composed of multiple movieType elements – we will get to that
later).
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We will get started defining the movieType. Recall that we want the movieType to
model rating, description, title and multiple actors as a combination of attributes and
elements.
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__13. Right click inside the Types pane and select Add Complex Type.

__14. A new type will appear. Change its name to movieType

The type has been defined. We now need to specify what data it contains.
__15. Double click on the newly created movieType.
The view will change to a closeup of the movieType.
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It is from here that we can add elements/attributes. Let us add the description element
first.
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__16. Right-click on the movieType and select Add Element.
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__17. A new element box will appear. Rename it to description

Notice that the type for description was automatically set to string. This is fine because
we want our description modeled as a string.
We have now just declared that our schema defines a type called movieType which itself
has an element called description of type string.
Now, we can add the actor element.
__18. Right click on movieType and again select Add Element.
__19. This time, name it actor
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Recall however, that our movie should have one or more actor elements associated with
it. We can specify that here in the schema by using multiplicity
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__20. Right click on the actor element and select Set Multiplicity | 1..* (One or more)

In the Properties for actor the minimum and maximum occurrence will change.

Now we can add the rating and title attributes.
__21. Right click on movieType and select Add Attribute.
__22. Name the attribute title
__23. Repeat this step and add another attribute called rating
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The movieType element should now look like this.

As discussed earlier, a movieType has attributes for title and rating and elements for
description and multiple actors. (All of these are of type string)
We now need to define a database element that contains multiple instances of this
movieType.
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__24. Go back to the main schema design page by clicking the icon in the top left corner.
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__25. Back at the main schema page, the movieType should be shown.

__26. Right click in the Elements pane (on the left) and select Add Element.
__27. Name it database
Let us now define that a database is composed of multiple movie elements. We will do
so using an anonymous type.
__28. Right click on database and select Set Type | New...
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The New Type window will appear.

__29. Check Create as local anonymous type. This will grey out the Name field.
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__30. Click OK.
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Seemingly, nothing will change.
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__31. Double click on database.
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We see that the database element points to something called a (database type). This is
an anonymous field, which means is basically just a placeholder for another element type
– like our movie! (Using anonymous types can simplify schema).
We should now specify that the (databaseType) points to multiple movie elements.
__32. Right click on (databaseType) and select Add Element.

__33. A new element will be created. Name the element movie
__34. We know there are multiple movies, so we should set the multiplicity. Right click
on movie and select Set Multiplicity | 1..* (One or more)
__35. Click the database to refresh the diagram.
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One more thing. We have to set the type of each movie element to be movieType.
__36. Double click on string and a drop-down box should appear.

__37. Select Browse... from the drop-down box.
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The Set Type window will appear.

__38. In the Name field, enter movieType (or scroll through the list and select it)

__39. Click OK.
The editor will now show the association between the <movie> element and the
movieType.
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We are done!
__40. Hit Ctrl-S to save changes.
We have completed creating the schema.

Part 4 - Examine the Schema
We have now successfully created a schema using the RAD schema editor tool. The tool
generated all the necessary code for us; let us take a look at it now.
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__1. Click the Source tab at the bottom of the schema editor. The raw source code
forming the schema will be displayed. It should look like the following:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<schema targetNamespace="http://www.mycom.com/movie"
elementFormDefault="qualified" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:m="http://www.mycom.com/movie">
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<complexType name="movieType">
<sequence>
<element name="description" type="string"></element>
<element name="actor" type="string" maxOccurs="unbounded"
minOccurs="1">
</element>
</sequence>
<attribute name="title" type="string"></attribute>
<attribute name="rating" type="string"></attribute>
</complexType>
<element name="database">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="movie" type="m:movieType"
maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="1">
</element>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
</schema>

Notice that the schema itself is written in XML.
__2. Go through it and mentally understand what is being described here.
We state that a database is composed of 1 or more movie elements. Each movie element
is of type movieType.
31

A movieType is composed of elements representing description and 1 or more actor,
and attributes representing the title and rating.
If you compare this with the movie.xml we examined at the start of this lab, you should
realize that movie.xml indeed conforms to the rules set out in the schema.
Now, when an XML parser reads movie.xml, it can automatically check with this xsd to
ensure it is valid. We will use this schema in later labs in exactly this manner.
__3. Close the schema editor.

Part 5 - Review
In this lab, you examined XML schema.
We started off by examining an XML file that gave us an idea of how to represent a
movie.
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We then created a schema that to formalize these rules of representation. We used the
RAD schema editor to create the XML file and in there defined the various elements and
attributes that should make up a movie database.
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Finally, we examined the raw XML source behind the schema to get a feel for what it
describes, and saw that it indeed validates the movie.xml that we started off with.
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